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A number of visitors to Darb Al-Saai stressed that the celebration of the National Day is an incentive 

to achieve Qatar›s vision, renew loyalty to the wise leadership, work hard and continue the path of 

achievements that placed Qatar in the ranks of developed countries. They said in press statements that 

the country experiences a state of joy and pride in the achievements that have been achieved during the 

past period, and the activities of Darb Al-Saai mirror those achievements that reflect the present of Qatar, 

in addition to the heritage activities that celebrate our authentic legacies and history, where visitors to 

Darb Al-Saai, especially from the new generations, can learn about the customs of our ancestors and our 

national heritage.

Darb Al-Saai Activities Establishes Noble Meanings & Emphasizes Value of Solidarity 

Al-DaamSarddal
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Rashid Al Muhairbi: The activities link the people of Qatar with their ancient past

Rashid Al-Muhairbi stressed that the activities of Darb Al-Saai have a special vibe due to their importance and their association 

with the Qatari heritage. He added that the activities link the people of Qatar with their ancient past and reflect the values 

of coherence and solidarity among people of Qatar, in addition to reviving the authentic past among current generation and 

establishing these cultural values in the souls of next generation. He pointed out that Darb Al-Saai represents an important 

window through which the children can see the history of Qatar and the lifestyle of the ancestors, at a time when Qatar is 

witnessing many different achievements in all fields due to its wise leadership and the determination of its people to move 

forward towards more progress. 

Mohammed Al Riyami: Darb Al Saai is one of the prominent signs of the National Day celebrations

Muhammad Al Riyami says: Darb Al Saai events have become one of the prominent signs of our celebrations of the National 

Day, so we see that those in charge of the events are very keen on developing them constantly in order to surprise people with 

new activities every year. Al-Riyami expressed his happiness at the event of raising the flag, stressing that it was one of the 

most wonderful moments of his life for him and the youth. He added celebrating the National Day represents an incentive and 

motivation for us to continue the path of achievements, stressing that everyone is a partner in the country›s achievements 

in all fields, including huge infrastructure and important projects, which confirms that Qatar is on the path of continuous 

achievements and giving. Al-Riyami said that the events at Darb Al-Saai reflect the heritage and culture of Qatari people, marine 

and wild life. He added: I hope that the events this year will be admired by the visitors who came from all sides, especially the 

visitors of the World Cup.

Ali Al-Sihati: Diversity and difference make visitors interested 

Ali Al-Sehati said that diversity is the most important thing that distinguishes Darb Al-Saai’s events and activities, which does not 

make the visitor bored, as there is a new activity and special events at every step, and this explains the great crowding since the 

opening of Darb Al-Saai and its increase in the following days. He stressed that the various activities reflect beautiful concepts 

linked heritage and preserving the environment, as well as a variety of performances made especially for children, reflecting 

skills and behaviors. Al-Sehati praised the events and performances presented in the participating pavilions, explaining that 

Darb Al-Saai activities come to achieve the vision of the National Day, by promoting loyalty, solidarity, unity and pride in the 

Qatari national identity. He explained that Darb Al-Saai during this year embraces many activities and participating parties, to 

activate social responsibility and belief in this important role, on a national day in which these institutions join hands to present 

what they have.

Hamad Rashid: A close-up of the ancestors’ life

Hamad Rashid said: Darb Al-Saai is a place that all visitors benefit from in terms of experience on the ground and watching the 

events directly. He stressed that it is one of the places that the public will not get tired of, and the reason for that is that its visitors 

have a great desire to learn about the authentic Qatari heritage, pointing to the activities held in Darb Al-Saai are of great benefit 

to children and future generations, as they inform them about the lives of parents and grandparents by presenting a close-up 

of that life. Hamad Rashid expressed his happiness with the large public turnout for the events of all ages, which confirms the 

importance of this event for the public. He added that we find traditional activities at Darb Al-Saai that educate the public and 

enhance the spirit of loyalty and belonging in their souls.

Al-MajdamiAl-Nokhatha
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The main theater at Darb Al-Saai attracts a number of diverse artistic and cultural activities that 

seek to reach the largest number of audiences of different nationalities and cultures. The theater 

organizes 23 seminars and 6 poetry evenings, and 3 theatrical performances, with the distinguished 

participation of the Theater Affairs Center, the Music Affairs Center, the Visual Arts Center, the Qatar 

Poetry Center (Diwan Al-Arab), the Qatari Media Center, the Qatari Forum for Authors, and the Qatar 

Center for Photography.

The cultural seminars organized at the main stage deal with a number of topics of interest to the 

public with different backgrounds, including the role of the media and social media platforms in 

highlighting cultures, how to create content and influence new media platforms, the legacy and 

the deep impact of Qatari heritage, as well as the roles and great accomplishments achieved by 

Qatari women. The music seminars organized by the Center for Music Affairs also witnessed a great 

interaction from the audience in the seminars “Fajri Art … The Pearl of the Sea”, which delighted the 

audience, and  the “Excited Songs with Sports Spirit,” which hosted the artist Ali Abdel Sattar and 

the poet Shehab Al-Shamrani. The artist, Ali Abdel Sattar confirmed that the sports song has a great 

influence in arousing enthusiasm among the fans and players, pointing out that he has prepared four 

new sports songs recently, one of which was produced by the Ministry of Culture, in conjunction with 

the hosting of FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022.

Main Theater.. The Place of Major Events

Al-Ghais
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The Organizing Committee for the National Day celebrations at Darb Al-Saai was keen to highlight and 

promote various aspects of traditional crafts, including knitting men›s and women›s cloak because of their 

great cultural and social significance in Qatari society.

The bashout is considered one of the most important features of Qatari clothes, especially on religious, 

national and social occasions.

Abdul Amir Jawad Al-Khawaja, a Bisht maker, said that he mastered this craft on behalf of the fathers and 

grandfathers, and it dates back to an ancient history even before Islam and it used to distinguish the Arab 

person. Indicating that the word Bisht, according to some sources, is a Persian word that was used in the 

Gulf and Iraq on a very large scale and became a classical Arabic word, which is “Abaya”. Its name differs 

from one country to another, as in Qatar and Kuwait it’s called “Bisht” while is Saud Arabia “Mashallah”, 

and in the Levant and Egypt “Abaya”. The Bisht is an old industry that developed as a result of the trade 

with India and the influence between cultures, so the golden embroidery entered in the bisht sewing, 

which are the golden threads that were brought from France, India and others.

Bisht Sewing... Art and heritage in one place

Al-Seeb
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Al-Khawaja added that the Bisht is a symbol  of attendance at weddingsand various national and social 

occasions, and there are many types of it according to the desire. Also, in the previous winter, the Qatari 

man did not dispense with his Bisht to protect him from the cold or dust, especially in the wild, and it was 

made of lint, while inside the urban area the bisht was light, pointing out that the protocol in Qatar shows 

that light colors such as white and beige. the light color are being used in during the day, while dark colors 

such as black and brown are in the evening.

With regard to the most requested colors, especially the zari threads, he said that the colors of gold and 

silver symbolize the region from which the bisht comes, and the golden color is the basis, followed by the 

silver inlay, unlike the women›s Bisht, the silver is the basis, followed by the gold.

The Bisht in Qatar is ancient and is considered part of the Qatari heritage. In the past, it was woven from soft 

wool, where women used to spin wool threads very thinly, and then they are woven . She explained that 

what distinguishes the Bisht in Qatar is that the width of the zari is average, between 2 and 3 cm at most, 

while this decorated zari is clearly wide in the GCC, adding that it is interested in making the Bisht, whether 

men or women of all kinds, such as types of bishot Al-Hila / Al-Bukhiya, Umm Qabaa, which is woven from 

above the head, Umm Samakah, and Al-Miksar. The demand for the Maksar type is great for older women, 

while  girls and young women have other options. There is interest in black and gold-colored buttons.

In the past, women used to weave Bisht using wool, mulch and hut, and Umm Khaled indicated that she 

works on knitting and embroidering thawb alnashl, which is a traditional gown for Qatari women that is 

suitable for social occasions, especially the night of henna. Where the colors have indications. For example, 

the maroon gown is associated with the celebrations of the National Day, pointing out that thawb alnashl 

dress has its own, distinct and intense embroidery, which highlights the ingenuity of the design.

Umm Khaled thanked the Ministry of Culture and the Ministry of Social Development for providing this 

opportunity as one of the productive families, noting that her participation in Darb Al-Saai and other 

productive families is free of charge, appreciating the role of the National Day Celebrations Committee in 

providing an opportunity to introduce this heritage craft, which constitutes an important aspect of Qatari 

heritage.

Al-DaamSarddal
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A cultural seminar under the title “Volunteering is an Arab and human culture and heritage,” was 
organized at Darb Al-Saai on the importance of volunteer work and its role in building human personality 
and its impact on the life of society and individuals. A number of volunteer pioneers and community 
work specialists in Qatar also attended the seminar, where they talked about the importance of 
engaging in voluntary activities that enhance social cohesion and benefit society in various fields.

Wadha al-Athba, a socail media influencer in the field of volunteering and human development, said 
that volunteering is a beautiful thing and achieves knowledge of dealing with life in all its perspective, 
and that supporting others without waiting for something in return is something that transcends the 
human being.

Moeed Al-Qahtani, Executive Director of the Qatar Voluntary Center, talked about the importance 
of dealing with volunteer teams and volunteers in particular, and that volunteer team leaders and 
management officials must have special ways to deal with volunteers.

Moeed Al-Qahtani, Executive Director of the Qatar Voluntary Center, talked about the importance 
of dealing with volunteer teams and volunteers in particular, and that volunteer team leaders and 
management officials must have special ways to deal with volunteers.

Nasser Al-Mughisib, Director of Volunteering Strategy at the Supreme Committee for Delivery 
and Legacy in Qatar, which oversees the organization of the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022, said that 
volunteering may come through several forms, such as physical, financial or even intellectual effort 
through presenting a summary of experience and knowledge, as he indicated that there are three 
conditions for voluntary work, that it be free of charge, without obligation, and to serve the community.

The Importance and Impact of Volunteering.. An Intellectual & Cultural Seminar

Al-MajdamiAl-Nokhatha
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The Qatar Poetry Center “Diwan Al-Arab” presented a new poetry evening at Darb Al-Saai, in the midst of a 
public audience, as part of the program of cultural seminars accompanying the activities and celebrations of 
the National Day of the State, which falls on the 18th of December of each year under thne slogan “our unity is 
the source of our strength.” The evening included the poets Ayed Al-Hababi, Muhammad Nasser Al-Shahwani 
and Ziyad Al-Otaibi, with a variety of poems on the homeland, and it was moderated by Atta Muhammad.

The poets emphasized that the revival of this evening came from a patriotic standpoint in the first place, 
loyalty to the homeland, and an expression of their love and giving to it, which is the least that they can offer it, 
especially in light of this national vibes and celebrations, which coincides with the World Cup in Qatar.

The poetry evening session discussed the issue of the poet›s relationship with general culture, and they all 
emphasized that the educated poet who is familiar with history and the sources of knowledge differs in his 
poetic vocabulary, so they are more expressive and closer to the real image, especially since the sources of 
knowledge are available to all.

Poet Ziyad Al-Otaibi said that the presence of poets in Darb Al-Saai on this national occasion that coincides 
with Qatar›s hosting of the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 this year confirms the need to express our love for our 
homeland on this unique occasion, stressing that the poet›s knowledge of culture makes him able to give and 
create more than others.

The poet Muhammad Nasser Al-Shahwani said that the vibes at Darb Al-Saai enhances the presence of the 
patriotic poem, which is distinguished in Qatar by its strength and presence, which ignites the feelings of 
citizens and increases their enthusiasm with many attractive patriotic voices.

The Qatar Poetry Center had announced the organization of 6 poetry evenings as part of the Darb Al-Saai 
activities, as well as a seminar that talks about poetry and the role of poets in society, with the participation of 
a group of senior poets in society.

Poets of «Diwan Al-Arab» revive a poetry evening

Al-Ghais
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Encouraging Cooperation and Preserving the Environment at Darb Al-Saai activities

Zina, Jassim, Rabi`, Muhammad and other children who visit Darb Al-Saai activities with their 

families were chosen to be part of one team in the cultural competition in the Kindergarten pavilion, 

one of the activities offered by the Ministry of Environment and Climate Change. The competition 

encourages teamwork and the use of environmental waste inside homes to manufacture toys for 

children, instead of buying them from outside. This activity motivates children to understand how to 

deal with mitigating the environmental effects of climate change, in addition to cultivating a spirit 

of cooperation and achievement among them. The speed of completion with perfection is one of the 

most important conditions for achieving a good result and winning. Thus, the team won the award 

for their joy, and they registered their participation on the passport granted by the Darb Al-Saai Event 

Management, to document their participation in the events.

Al-Seeb
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صور من درب الساعي
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